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SOTN Editor’s Note: That the following factual scathing indictment of the Biden Crime 
Family has even been published is a testament to the collapse of the rule of law 
throughout the American Republic.  When the FBI, DoJ and C.I.A. provide complete 
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cover for a VIP global crime syndicate that systematically trades in sex crimes against 
children, how much lower can the U.S. ZOG sink?! 
 

ZOG = Zionist Occupied Government 
That the Biden-Obama-Clinton-Bush crime families form an international RICO-level 
crime network of human trafficking, with a focus on child trafficking, means that four out 
of five of the most recent POTUSes were (and are) complicit in the worst crimes against 
humanity imaginable. 
 
But what makes this sordid state of affairs so deplorable is that the Internet is now 
replete with hard evidence and conclusive proof of naked criminality and rampant 
corruption concerning all four presidents.  This grim reality sets the stage for all future 
American presidents to satisfy the same essential prerequisite; otherwise, the 
Khazarian-controlled U.S. Corporation crime syndicate will find itself in great jeopardy. 
One thing is certain: in view of the sheer depth and breadth of the traitorous Biden 
Crime Family and their unmitigated treason, it cannot get any worse.  Therefore, the 
American people are compelled to take the appropriate actions to rid the Republic of 
this terrible cancer, once and for all.  For a failure to do so expeditiously will only plunge 
the entire planetary civilization into more political chaos, social confusion and military 
conflict. 
 
State of the Nation 
May 17, 2023 
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Time for Arrests: Pedo Joe Biden’s Open Border Child Sex Trafficking Operation Just 
Lost 85,000 Kids. 
Joachim Hagopian 
 
Even with all the appalling crimes graphically depicted on Joe Biden’s son Hunter’s 
“laptop from hell,” after the FBI silently sitting on it for three years, indictments still have 
yet been made against the Biden crime family, now publicly known to be steeped in 
global child sex trafficking, pedophilia and a multitude of treasonous high crimes. But 
perhaps the sordid atrocities resulting from the wide-open southern border and the 
extensive criminal partnership between the Biden regime and the Latin American drug 
cartels involving a booming organized crime industry trafficking drugs and child sex 
slaves, it may be the final shocking blow to bring down the pedophile Imposter-in-Thief. 
Earlier in April an 8-year old girl was allegedly found unaccompanied at the border 
with 67 traces of different DNA inside her from sexual predators. The same day this 
heinous news emerged, Missouri Senator Josh Hawley confronted Homeland Security 
Director Alejandro Mayorkas as gatekeeping child crime enabler and operator. The 
Republican senator grilled Mayorkas, reading from a scathing April 17th New York 
Times article titled “As Migrant Children Were Put to Work, US Ignored Warnings”: 
 
‘Last summer, labor investigators began a major operation at a sanitation company that 
eventually found that more than 100 mostly Spanish-speaking children were working the 
overnight shift scouring meatpacking plants around the country. Many of the children 
had come through the migrant shelter system and been released to sponsors.’ [Turning 
to Mayorkas:] You have, at every stage facilitated this modern-day indentured servitude 
of minor children. Why should you not be impeached for this? 
 
Mayorkas was too dumbfounded to intelligibly respond. With so much incriminating 
evidence piling up, on Tuesday April 18th, GOP Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene accused 
the Biden family on Twitter of involvement in an international child sex trafficking 
network, extending far beyond just the US border with Mexico: 
 
Biden crime family participated in human trafficking by soliciting prostitutes from the 
United States and abroad in countries like Russia and Ukraine. 
 
Her Twitter post allegation included a video with her disclosing: 
 
What I saw was over 2,000 pages of jaw-dropping information. There’s basically an 
enterprise wrapped around Joe Biden involving not only multiple family members – 
more than we thought there were [nine now] – but other people, as well. And just a 
complete conglomerate of LLC shell companies where money was passing through 
from foreign countries. 
 
Marjorie Taylor Greene rightfully asserts the American people deserve to know about 
the Biden “crimes,” adding that the House Committee on Oversight and Accountability 
has a “much bigger investigation to do than thought.” 

https://americanwirenews.com/biden-family-accused-by-congresswoman-of-participating-in-human-trafficking/
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/04/17/us/politics/migrant-child-labor-biden.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/04/17/us/politics/migrant-child-labor-biden.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/marjorie-taylor-greene-claims-she-saw-2-000-pages-of-evidence-on-biden-crime-family/ar-AA1a1lOE
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Then just last Wednesday April 26th, Health and Human Services whistleblower Tara 
Lee Rodas testified before the House Judiciary subcommittee accusing the Biden 
administration of serving as “middleman” in a multibillion dollar migrant child 
trafficking  operation exploiting our open US southern border as the gateway to 
America’s growing pedophilia epidemic. At the border the US government regularly 
takes unaccompanied minors as well as children escorted up to the border by known 
drug cartel coyote traffickers to then place them on planes and buses to be dropped off 
with sponsors inside the US as part of the trafficking network sexually exploiting children 
as either sex slaves or child labor slaves or both. 
 
Many of the coyote traffickers fraudulently posing as family members with scant 
administration vetting facilitates kids becoming lost casualties in the gaping black hole 
of this international pedophilia system. I’ve written extensively on how the Mexican and 
Latin American drug cartels are partners-in-crime with the Biden government as the 
cartels virtually own our unsecured border by deliberate design while the Biden regime 
handcuffs Border Patrol and INS agents from adequately doing their job to secure both 
our border and protect children entering the US. 
 
In 2020 which was Trump’s final year in office, only 33,239 unaccompanied minor 
children crossed the border. But since Braindead illegitimately took over in 2021, 
146,926 children were brought in many by cartel traffickers and in 2022, 152,057 minors 
crossed the border, nearly five times the number under Trump. According to the 
Customs and Border Protection, in all since 2021, 345,000 unaccompanied minors have 
entered the US from the southern border out of a total of 3.5 million illegal immigrants 
on Biden’s watch. Ostensibly under a transparent pretense of Biden’s family 
reunification program connecting children with family members already living in the US, 
it’s actually a joint cartel-US government criminal operation that is clearly central to the 
global child sex trafficking scourge operating in the Western Hemisphere. This is how 
our tax paid dollars are being atrociously misused, subsidizing the international child 
sexual slavery cabal. 
 
HHS whistleblower Tara Lee Rodas in her congressional hearing testified that over 
85,000 unaccompanied children crossing the border are now totally unaccounted for 
lost in this demonic multibillion-dollar child sex slavery system – a total disgrace 
worldwide. In my opinion, Senator Hawley’s calling on the wrong person and 
organization to conduct “a full scale” investigation into the mystery of 85,000 
disappeared children in FBI Director Christopher Wray, a Deep State entity at war with 
Christianity. The FBI has been weaponized by Biden to politically persecute those 
deemed a threat that opposes his autocratic dictatorship, starting with Donald Trump. 
Hawley’s letter bombards Wray with the lowdown facts that the US government is 
contributing to and profiting from a modern-day slave trade: 
 
Reporting reveals that HHS loosened vetting processes for sponsors and retaliated 
against whistleblowers that raised these concerns. As a result, thousands of children 
have been handed over to modern-day slave traders. They are forced into factory work 
under punishing conditions. They are forced to make auto parts, process meat in 

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/whistleblower-tell-house-us-govt-middleman-multi-billion-dollar-migrant-child-trafficking-op
https://www.foxnews.com/category/us/immigration/border-security
https://www.foxnews.com/category/us/immigration/border-security
https://www.dailywire.com/news/senator-hawley-calls-for-full-scale-fbi-investigation-into-85000-migrant-kids-missing-under-biden
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slaughterhouses, and reroof houses,” the letter continues. They are denied food, 
education, and sometimes fear for their lives. They suffer sexual violence. In a country 
that claims to value the rule of law and the protection of children, this is unconscionable. 
Obviously bringing public attention to this spreading problem and demanding action and 
accountability is important. We need to know what’s happened to all the kids and hold 
all guilty parties responsible for the crimes perpetrated, starting with Biden, Harris and 
Mayorkas on down. 
 
Wanting to increase awareness of this long-neglected epidemic in efforts to end this 
horror is why I was compelled to write five Pedophilia & Empire books exposing this 
despicable abomination going on for far too long. Running a parallel course to the 
missing migrant children is America’s corrupt US child welfare system that as a licensed 
therapist for decades working with youth, I clashed repeatedly with the nation’s largest 
Child Protective Services agency (CPS) – the LA County Department of Children and 
Family Services. CPS system too often acts as a pipeline supplying underage victims 
for the global child sex trafficking industry. I found that children’s court judges and 
county social workers, burdened with long hours and enormous sized caseloads, 
regularly make decisions placing children in their care in further harm’s way for yet more 
abuse. 
 
In recent years a number of county and state CPS heads and children’s court judges 
function as criminal gatekeepers funneling minors straight into the abyss of CPS-
trafficking pipeline. In December 2021 a Milwaukee children’s court judge received an 8-
year prison sentence for possessing child pornography. Several months earlier in 
August 2022, two children’s court judges in Pennsylvania were ordered to pay 
back $200 million in what’s been called “kids for cash” scandal where the disgraceful 
judges sent kids to detention camps for kickbacks. Be it by intentional or inadvertent 
actions, the deplorable outcome remains unacceptably the same. 
 
Just like top-down intentional federal policies at the unsecured border cannot account 
for upwards of almost 100,000 lost children, the same horrid outcome applies to 
America’s thoroughly broken child welfare system as well, where even higher 
percentages of children go missing. And it’s no different worldwide. It is shamefully 
tragic that our own government from federal to local plays a centrally crucial role in this 
organized crime system victimizing millions of children worldwide. 
 
Each year in the US alone, 800,000 children reportedly go missing, globally 8 million 
disappear. As far back as 15 years ago, the US State Department estimated that 2 
million children are globally exploited by the sex trade as the world’s fastest growing, 
most profitable organized crime. Child sex victims as lucrative commodities in such high 
demand can diabolically be “reused” over and over again multiple times during the 
course of a single 24-hour period. In March 2010 Georgia State senator Nancy 
Schaefer was brutally murdered for exposing CPS corruption as an anti-sex trafficking 
crusader. It’s high stakes big business blight on humanity and tragically never been 
bigger than it is today. 

https://pedoempire.org/contents/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-failures-of-americas-foster-care-system/5392130
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-failures-of-americas-foster-care-system/5392130
https://www.courthousenews.com/milwaukee-judge-sentenced-to-9-years-in-prison-on-child-pornography-charges/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/aug/17/pennsylvania-judges-kids-for-cash-damages-ciavarella-conahan
https://safeatlast.co/blog/child-abduction-statistics/
https://2009-2017.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/2008/index.htm
https://2009-2017.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/2008/index.htm
https://deplorablekel.com/2017/02/21/nancy-schaefer-was-murdered-after-exposing-cps-corruption/
https://deplorablekel.com/2017/02/21/nancy-schaefer-was-murdered-after-exposing-cps-corruption/
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During my more than four-years of extensive research writing the five-book pedophilia 
exposé, I ran across statistics indicating that child victims trapped in this demonic world 
of sex trafficking only last about two years before they’re literally used up and dead. Just 
as egregious, many children are tortured and harvested for adrenochrome extraction 
that has also risen exponentially in recent years on an industrial scale due to increased 
demand. Adrenalized blood of young children goes for top dollar on the black market, 
especially consumed by the Hollywood industry where pedophile vultures have been 
defiling children for over a century. A chapter in Book 4 covers this sickening nightmare. 
Youngblood consumed by showbiz celebs literally slows down their aging process to 
extend careers years longer in a brutal industry that worships youthful skin-deep 
appearance, particularly actresses. Just ask Sandra Bullock who laughingly admitted a 
half decade ago before a national televised audience, egged on by her gal pal talk show 
host Ellen DeGeneres, explaining how she and fellow Oscar winning stars like Cate 
Blanchett regularly use stem cells from cut off foreskin of Korean babies’ penises to 
keep their faces looking so young. Many critics after the controversial airing went viral 
comparing it to the cruel practice of female genital mutilation and how affable Sandra 
wouldn’t be so publicly coy if her beauty secret was injecting little girl’s clitoral foreskin 
on her face, which many regard as no different. 
 
The widespread practice of both male and female circumcision involving infants and 
child minors subjected to non-consensual trauma having foreskin painfully removed 
from their reproductive organs where nerve cells are most concentrated is no laughing 
matter. Yet it’s inhumanely practiced by cultures around the globe, and then obscenely 
marketed for profit and pure vanity for vampiric Hollywood parasites. From children’s 
skin tissue to their adrenalized blood, it’s an ever so thin line crossed to Satanically 
addicted Tinsel Town literally feeding off adrenochrome blood extracted from 
traumatized young children. Sandra Bullock’s buddy Ellen DeGeneres and their glamor 
town friends have often been accused of being adreno-fiends caught on videos and 
photos looking like death come over, amidst adreno fix withdrawal abruptly cut off 
during the 2020 COVID lockdowns. 
 
It’s not just guilt by association when so many of these “stars”’ closest friends are 
repeatedly linked to pedophilia scandals as close-knit buddies of America’s most 
infamous pedophile-trafficker-blackmailer Jeffrey Epstein, his partner-in-crime Guislaine 
Maxwell, the Clintons, Jon Podesta, Maria Abromovic, Harvey Weinstein, Lady Gaga, 
Tom Hanks, Madonna, Oprah, Naomi Campbell, Kevin Spacey, Jared Lito, Steven 
Spielberg, the list is endless. Hollywood whistleblowing actor Isaac Kappy paid with his 
life for courageously outing dozens of these prominent Hollywood pedophiles 
worshipped as royalty around the world. 
 
2020 was a big year for fake pandemic lockdowns and a turning point for Ellen 
DeGeneres’ career as her staffers went public with claims that she abused them, 
creating a highly toxic work environment. The judging of Ellen by celebrities was then 
paraded forth with many weighing in, some for and some against her, ultimately sealing 
her fate as America witnessed enough to turn on her sagging ratings. DeGeneres’ 

https://pedoempire.org/chapter-10-anatomy-of-the-luciferian-elites-global-child-sex-trafficking-pedophile-operations/
https://pedoempire.org/chapter-15-satan-and-pedophilia-rule-hollywood/
https://metro.co.uk/2018/05/21/truth-behind-sandra-bullocks-controversial-penis-facial-amid-worldwide-rage-7565989/
https://metro.co.uk/2018/05/21/truth-behind-sandra-bullocks-controversial-penis-facial-amid-worldwide-rage-7565989/
https://willyealsogoaway.substack.com/p/adrenochrome-in-hollywood
https://pedoempire.org/chapter-41-pizzagate-pedogate-clintons-podestas/
https://www.grunge.com/1159215/disturbing-details-about-harvey-weinstein-and-jeffrey-epsteins-relationship/
https://jameshfetzer.org/2023/01/joachim-hagopian-two-female-icons-oprah-winfrey-and-madonna-globalist-dark-side-operators-in-pedophilia/
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/isaac-kappy-exposes-hollywood-elite-before-suicide/
https://www.insider.com/celebrities-ellen-degeneres-stories-experiences-taking-sides
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apparent karmic fall from grace caught up to her a year ago in May 2022 when her talk 
show days were finally over after a 19-year run. 
 
Again, another thin stretch is elite’s warped social engineering aggressively pushing the 
transgender agenda today, abusing underage children with hormonal puberty blockers, 
bodily mutilation and mental illness by a woke, perverse agenda to culturally and 
politically polarize America as a control mechanism. The leftist government takeover 
backed by the leftist mass media have co-opted the educational and medical systems to 
avidly promote and profit from this malevolent divide. Increasingly schools and medical 
facilities are illegally withholding their despicable child abuse crimes from children’s own 
parents. As a result, a growing number of red states are outlawing gender-affirming 
surgery on children as no less than a child abuse crime. In the past three months alone, 
10 more states have placed bans on the abusive surgery. 
 
Today’s war to destroy both Christianity and traditional family unit can be traced back to 
two months prior to America’s Declaration of Independence. Its part of a seven 
point planned Luciferian objective by the Bavarian Illuminati Order, founded on the 
Satanic May Day holiday in 1776 by Jesuit Adam Weishaupt and Frankfurt banking 
dynasty patriarch Mayer Amschel Rothschild as his chief financier. 
 
Shifting tangentially related gears to yet more child predation, several months ago it was 
exposed that Russian soldiers in Ukraine are encountering a thriving sex trafficking 
industry that includes an intricate underground tunnel system and evidence that when a 
trafficked child’s “shelf life” expires after a year or two, so does the victim’s life, brutally 
slashed open for their harvested organs, adding extra revenue to sex trafficking 
operators. Ukraine has long been a pedophilia trafficking hub. 
 
On New Year’s Day 2021, a unit from US Special Ops Delta Force was dispatched in a 
predawn raid to the Biden family compound just a few miles from the notorious neo-Nazi 
Ukraine trafficking port of Mariupol. The soldiers discovered the buildings unoccupied of 
persons but filled with suitcases stuffed with cash and heroine. Underneath the 
property, trafficking tunnels running in all directions contained wrist and ankle shackles 
typically used in child sex trafficking. For many years the Biden crime family has been 
entrenched in the global pedo-network. 
 
This is yet one more piece of evidence that imposter traitor Biden needs a military 
tribunal, all 5 or so of his clones and mask wearing doubles. In addition to incestuously 
taking showers with his abused prepubescent daughter Ashley per her authenticated 
diary and at every public photo-op attended, predator Uncle Joe from behind countless 
little girls is caught on camera compulsively unable to keep his grimy fingers 
from pawing over his victims’ upper bodies while whispering unsweet perversions in 
their ears. Biden is also on record for allegations he committed sexual assault against a 
young staffer Tara Reide in his office in 1993. Over the decades there exists so much 
overwhelming evidence that Joe Biden is a full-fledged predatory pedophile. 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2022/may/27/ellen-degeneres-final-talk-show
https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2022/may/27/ellen-degeneres-final-talk-show
https://jameshfetzer.org/2023/04/joachim-hagopian-transgender-wokism-is-killing-america/
https://www.nbcnews.com/meet-the-press/first-read/-country-fire-new-poll-finds-america-polarized-culture-race-woke-rcna81592
https://www.heritage.org/gender/commentary/school-districts-are-hiding-information-about-gender-transitioning-children-their
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/04/15/upshot/bans-transgender-teenagers.html
https://newswithviews.com/Marquis/doc100.htm
https://newswithviews.com/Marquis/doc100.htm
https://jimdukeperspective.com/may-1-beltane-satanic-holiday/
https://www.theburningplatform.com/2023/01/29/russian-troops-uncover-ukrainian-child-organ-harvesting-operation/
https://pedoempire.org/chapter-47-eastern-europe-western-europes-stepsister-is-the-worlds-sex-trafficking-capital/
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=45615
https://nationalfile.com/ashley-biden-diary-confirmation-totally-vindicates-national-file-reporting/
https://nationalfile.com/ashley-biden-diary-confirmation-totally-vindicates-national-file-reporting/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8iCsIGRA7H8
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/28/joe-biden-sexual-assault-allegations-why-has-media-ignored-claims
https://jameshfetzer.org/2022/10/joachim-hagopian-increasing-public-pushback-on-joe-biden-crime-family-pedophilia-still-protected-by-crime-cabal/
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Moreover, Biden’s Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen, former Federal Reserve boss, 
oversaw the criminal money laundering known as the FTX scandal linked directly to 
Ukraine, operated by thief Sam Bankman-Fried, son of leftist Democratic Party 
contributors, Stanford economics professors and very close friends with Yellen during 
her Stanford prof days, all in cahoots with the corrupt Kiev government notorious as the 
devil’s playground for trafficking of drugs, child sex slaves, human organs, DoD funded 
bioweapons, and especially illegal arms on Ukraine’s infamous black market where 
most of the West’s weapons stockpiles have disappeared… another reason Ukraine 
forces are being torn up in a Russian meat grinder. 
 
For years through Joe’s brother James, the Biden crime family also owned property 
on Water Island just eight miles from Jeffrey Epstein’s Little St. James Island in the 
Virgin Islands US territory. And just one day after Joe Biden arrived in the Virgin Islands 
last December 28th to ring in the New Year, the Virgin Islands Attorney General Denise 
George was abruptly fired on the 29th after her December 27th filing of a criminal lawsuit 
in New York City against Epstein’s bank of 13-years, America’s largest bank JP Morgan 
Chase for alleged money laundering the Epstein-Maxwell sexual blackmail operation. 
AG Denise George had already won $105 million in damages for her island from a prior 
lawsuit against the Epstein estate. No doubt the three-day sequence of events – the 
new court case filed against US largest bank, Biden’s arrival and the island governor 
terminating her the very next day are definitely no random coincidence, just like Fox 
News firing Tucker Carlson the day before Biden announced his 2024 run last week. 
 
The NYC federal judge in the latest Epstein related case recently ordered Jamie 
Dimon as JP Morgan’s CEO the last 18 years and another senior former Morgan bank 
executive Jes Staley (most recently CEO of Barclays Bank) to testify in depositions as 
witnesses for the upcoming October trial. All this comes after a third JP Morgan exec 
reported that her bank knew about Epstein’s sex business. 
 
Epstein’s handler and part-time girlfriend Guislane Maxwell, 10 months ago found guilty 
for her part procuring and sex trafficking underage girls is serving a 20 year 
prison sentence. Guislaine’s father -Robert Maxwell, was likely murdered in 1990 for his 
treachery as an Israeli-British superspy and media mogul. Former senior executive for 
Israel’s Directorate of Military Intelligence Ari Ben-Menashe disclosed that Robert 
Maxwell introduced his youngest daughter as daddy’s favorite to Jeffrey Epstein back in 
the mid-1980s. Robert Maxwell recruited the couple for Israeli military intelligence to run 
a Zionist sexual blackmail operation capturing compromised presidents, prime 
ministers, royalty and entertainment superstars for the dark side bidding of the 
international criminal cartel owned by Khazarian mafia bloodline overlords. Two 
explicit chapters from my Book 4 are devoted to covering the Epstein-Maxwell child sex 
trafficking operation, financed by Zionist oligarch Les Wexner, while the Biden-Obama-
Clinton-Bush crime families linked to virtually all of America’s biggest pedophilia 
scandals are fully documented in Book 4 of the Pedophilia & Empire series that can be 
freely accessed here. 
 

https://rense.com/general97/ftx-crypto-pt6.php
https://d-statenews.com/2022/04/13/nobody-is-talking-about-bidens-favorite-vacation-island-near-epstein-island-that-used-to-be-a-submarine-base/
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-virgin-islands-fires-attorney-general-epstein-cases-96119846
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-virgin-islands-fires-attorney-general-epstein-cases-96119846
https://abcnews.go.com/Business/wireStory/jpmorgan-chase-ceo-jamie-dimon-deposed-epstein-suit-98679651
https://abcnews.go.com/Business/wireStory/jpmorgan-chase-ceo-jamie-dimon-deposed-epstein-suit-98679651
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2023/apr/10/jes-staley-jp-morgan-jeffrey-epstein
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/04/12/jpmorgan-wealth-ceo-erdoes-says-bank-knew-of-epstein-sex-accusations-in-2006-usvi-alleges.html
https://pedoempire.org/chapter-39-epstein-maxwell-zionist-blackmail-operation-lucifers-nwo-control-matrix-dissected/
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/06/28/us/ghislaine-maxwell-sentencing/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/06/28/us/ghislaine-maxwell-sentencing/index.html
https://www.mintpressnews.com/ari-ben-menashe-jeffrey-epstein-ghislaine-maxwell-israel-intelligence/262162/
https://pedoempire.org/chapter-39-epstein-maxwell-zionist-blackmail-operation-lucifers-nwo-control-matrix-dissected/
https://pedoempire.org/chapter-14/
https://pedoempire.org/contents/
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Both slavery and this worldwide pedophilia operation are sadly larger than ever today 
because multiple governments are directly profiting from this global scourge, largely 
coordinated by intelligence services (primarily CIA, MI6 and Mossad), weaponized 
specifically for blackmail control over selected political puppet leaders, corporate CEOs 
and mass media influencers. From Book 5 published in July 2021 of my Pedophilia & 
Empire series comes chapter 13 on Latin America’s pedophilia epidemic, detailing 
today’s major drug-sex trafficking cartels’ booming joint partnership with pedo-criminal 
Biden’s government that due to the open border policy has been allowed to flourish 
today like never before. Less than six months into the Biden regime, his treasonous 
agenda to destroy America from within by a globalist engineered migrant invasion was 
all too obvious. 

 
Joachim Hagopian is a West Point graduate, former Army officer and author of “Don’t 
Let the Bastards Getcha Down,” exposing a faulty US military leadership system based 
on ticket punching up the seniority ladder, invariably weeding out the best and brightest, 
leaving mediocrity and order followers rising to the top as politician-bureaucrat generals 
designated to lose every modern US war by elite design. After the military, Joachim 
earned a master’s degree in Clinical Psychology and worked as a licensed therapist in 
the mental health field with abused youth and adolescents for more than a quarter 
century. In Los Angeles he found himself battling the largest county child protective 
services in the nation within America’s thoroughly broken and corrupt child welfare 
system. 
 
Blessing, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
 

https://pedoempire.org/chapter-52-book-5-chapter-13-latin-america-a-world-trafficking-hub-for-child-rape-murder-and-disappearing-girls-and-women/
http://www.redredsea.net/westpointhagopian/indexpage.html
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